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The Maiden of the Smile.
In that fair land where slope and 

plain
Shine back to sun and sky 

And olives shicM the sprouting grain 
thli- When wintry arrow fly,

Where snow fed streams seek sun 
warmed vale,

Through vineyard scarped defile,
The world we enter with a wail 

She greeted with a smile
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Who Invented the Bicycle.
With reference to our note. Who in- 

vative estimate to place the quant vented the hlcycléT a correspondent 
1ère from Skagway writes As in the case of some otter 
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scribed as the invention of any one 
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based on the assumption that the con
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Patrick Macmillan, of Kier, in Dum
friesshire, equipped a hobby-nu.se 
with cranks and levers, and, if so, it 
would appear without doubt that he 
is entitled to the credit of having 
been an early, if not toe earliest, in
ventor of something like the bicycle 
put to practical men, the addition of 
cranks and levers to toe old hoob- 
horae would surely not have seemed a 
very/startling flight of imagination, 
an/ it not very difficult to believe
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